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Intermediate Final-A round 3

On Wednesday the teams are divided in two groups again. This is the day of the 
Intermediate Finals. Group A contains the top-6 teams from each qualifying 
group, while Group B contains the botom-6 teams. From the A-group the seven
best teams advance to the quarter fnals where they will be joined by the 
winner of the B-group. 

In round 3 of the Intermediate Final-A Singapore and Poland met on BBO. 
Before the round Poland were comfortably in second place, but Singapore had 
dropped from second to sixth, now batling to stay in the top-7. In the open 
room Peter Haw – Liu Yuchen played against Ed Sucharda – Max Chodacki and in
the closed room Zhou Mingyang – Zhu Xinchen played against Jakub Zawada – 
Arek Majcher. 

In real junior style lots of things happened this match. 

West North East South
Zhu Zawada Zhou Majcher
- 1NT 3♦ 3NT
ap. 

Zawada started of with a very of-shape 1NT-opening with a singleton diamond.
Zhou overcalled a weak 3  and Majcher took a shot at game. Zhou led his ♦
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Queen of diamonds and when declarer covered the defense started with the 
frst six tricks. Two down, NS -000. 

West North East South
Chodacki Haw Sucharda Liu
- 1  *♦ Pass 1♠
Pass 0♠ 3♦ DBL
3NT DBL 4♦ DBL
ap. 

Haw started with 1 , 11-15 and could be 0 diamonds even. When Yuchen ♦
responded 1  he raised to 0  on his unbalanced hand. Sucharda entered the♠ ♠
bidding in the second round, but Chodacki took him a bit too serious, trying 
3NT. Haw would have a good lead against that, so he ventured a double. 
Sucharda ran to his long suit, but Yuchen doubled this also. The defense 
cashed their heart and club tricks, then exited with a heart. Sucharda fnessed
against the King of diamonds and lost the Ace of spades in the end for 1 
down. NS +100, 7 IMPs to Singapore. 

West North East South
Zhu Zawada Zhou Majcher
- - - Pass
Pass 1♦ 1NT 0  *♣
Pass 0♥ ap. 
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Zawada opened 1  and Zhou took immediate acton by overcalling 1NT. ♦
Majcher had a toy to show both Majors and Zawada picked his longest one. 
Zhou led a top diamond and didn’t like what he saw, so he switched to a top 
cub. Again Zhu discouraged and now Zhou switched to a low heart. Zawada 
ducked in dummy, so Zhu won. He switched back to clubs. Zawada went up 
with the Ace to lead the Jackof diamonds. Zhou covered and declarer rufed 
in dummy. His next move was a spade to the Ace, dropping the King. A club 
went on the Queen of diamonds, but declarer had not enough tricks to make 
his contract. 0  -1, NS -100. ♥

The real acton was at the other table. 

West North East South
Chodacki Haw Sucharda Liu
- - - Pass
Pass 1  *♦ Pass 0  *♥
Pass Pass 0NT * Pass
3♣ Pass 3NT Pass
Pass DBL ap. 

Haw opened a limited 0+ cards 1  again. Sucharda passed frst, probably ♦
hoping to make a take-out double of spades later. Liu showed less than 
invitatonal hand with 5  and 4+  with 0  and Haw passed. Sucharda now ♠ ♥ ♥
entered with 0NT, alerted by Chodacki as the minors. When Chodacki bid 3  ♣
Sucharda tried 3NT. Haw had a fne hand for his 1 -opening and doubled. ♦

Liu led a spade to the Ace and when the King dropped Haw also cashed the 
Jack of spades. Sucharda discarded a heart. Haw now led the nine of hearts, 
to the fve, seven and King. A club to the ten and the King of clubs were 
allowed to hold. Sucharda then cashed the Ace and King of diamonds and the
defense had the rest. 3NT doubled down four, NS +1100. 15 IMPs to 
Singapore.  
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West North East South
Zhu Zawada Zhou Majcher
Pass Pass 0♣ 4♠
5♣ Pass Pass DBL
ap. 

Zhou opened 0 , 11-15 with 6+ clubs. Majcher overcalled 4  and Zhu had a ♣ ♠
difcult decision, but decided to try 5 . Majcher doubled, hoping his Ace and♣
King of hearts would produce enough tricks and partner might have 
something useful. He led the Ace of hearts and when Zawada showed an 
encouraging two, he contnued with another heart. This meant declarer 
scored an overtrick as the spade went on the diamond from dummy. NS -650.
East-West must have thought they had a great score on this hand, but the 
Polish East-West pair at the other table did even beter. 

West North East South
Chodacki Haw Sucharda Liu
Pass Pass 1♣ 4♠
Pass Pass 5♣ Pass
Pass 5♠ Pass Pass
6♣ Pass Pass DBL
ap. 

Sucharda opened a 3-way 1 : 10-14 balanced, 15+ with clubs or 18+ any. Liu ♣
also overcalled 4 . Chodacki could not do anything here, as East normally has♠
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the 10-14 balanced variety of the 1 -opening. Sucharda however showed his ♣
long clubs with 5  and afer that both North and West did not want to sell ♣
out, with South closing the proceedings with a double. The King of hearts 
lead fetched the six. Apparently South could not be sure about the heart 
positon now as he also tried the second heart honor. Sucharda also scored 
twelve tricks now. No overtrick bonus, but he got the slam bonus. 
NS -1090 and 10 IMPs to Poland. 

On the next board an agressive 0  opening by Haw and a good raise by Liu ♥
kept East-West out of their vulnerable 3NT. 3  -3 for -150 was worth 11 IMPs♥
against the +690 from the other table. 

At half tme Singapore led by 33 -10 IMPs. But the Poles fought back. Liu 
accidently opened 1NT with 00 points, so the missed a game when partner 
had fve. 6 IMPs to Poland. 

Then East got a bidding problem:

West North East South
- 1♥ Pass 0♥
0♠ Pass ??

With both sides vulnerable partner overcalls 0 . What do you do now? ♠

Zhou setled for 3 , while Sucharda jumped to 4  immediately. Partner held ♠ ♠
a useful 5-1-4-3 shape and the defense could not score any diamond rufs. So 
eleven tricks were easy and Poland won back another 10 IMPs. The full board
is shown on the next page. 
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Then the fnal board arrived.

West North East South
Chodacki Haw Sucharda Liu
- - Pass 1  *♣
1♦ DBL 0♣ 0♥
3♣ 4♥ ap. 

Liu opened a strong 1 . East-West found their club ft, but gave North-South ♣
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enough room to fnd 4 . 5  would have been too expensive anyway. In 4  ♥ ♣ ♥
declarer lost a club and a diamond. NS +450. 

More acton at the other table. 

West North East South
Zhu Zawada Zhou Majcher
- - Pass 1♥
Pass 0  *♠ 3♣ 4♣
4NT Pass 5  ♦ DBL
ap. 

Majcher opened a natural, but somewhat limited 1 . Zawada’s 0  showed ♥ ♠
an invitatonal heart raise, something like 6-9 with 4-card support or 10-11 
with 3-card ft. Zhou now tried a lead-directng 3 . Majcher showed slam ♣
interest and Zhu decide it might be good to take away bidding space and 
suggested playing in diamonds along the way instead of a straightorward 
club raise. Zhou now chose diamonds as the trump suit as he had already 
shown his clubs and had three diamonds, quite a lot relatvely. Majcher 
doubled and it could get expensive. 
Majcher cashed a top heart and caught the eight from Zawada. On the next 
heart Zawada played the fve. A spade or club now would have meant fve 
down, but Majcher played a third heart, giving up two tricks at once.
Zhou pitched a spade from dummy and rufed in his hand. He then ran a 
diamond to North’s ten. The defense cashed their spade trick and got two 
more trump tricks. Four down, NS +800 and 8 IMPs to Poland. 

The fnal score of the match was 34 – 33 to Poland, convertng to 10.39 – 9.61
VP. This meant Poland maintained their comfortable second place, while 
Singapore dropped to eighth.  

♣♦♥♠
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